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	The Definitive Guide to JavaServer Faces 2.0


	Fully revised and updated for all of the changes in JavaServer Faces (JSF) 2.0, this comprehensive volume covers every aspect of the official standard Web development architecture for JavaEE. Inside this authoritative resource, the co-spec lead for JSF at Sun Microsystems shows you how to create dynamic, cross-browser Web applications that deliver a world-class user experience while preserving a high level of code quality and maintainability.


	JavaServer Faces 2.0: The Complete Reference features an integrated sample application to use as a model for your own JSF applications, with code available online. The book explains all JSF features, including the request processing lifecycle, managed beans, page navigation, component development, Ajax, validation, internationalization, and security. Expert Group Insights throughout the book offer insider information on the design of JSF.

	
		Set up a development environment and build a JSF application
	
		Understand the JSF request processing lifecycle
	
		Use the Facelets View Declaration Language, managed beans, and the JSF expression language (EL)
	
		Define page flow with the JSF Navigation Model, including the new "Implicit Navigation" feature
	
		Work with the user interface component model and the JSF event model, including support for bookmarkable pages and the POST, REDIRECT, GET pattern
	
		Use the new JSR-303 Bean Validation standard for model data validation
	
		Build Ajax-enabled custom UI components Extend JSF with custom non-UI components 
	
		Manage security, accessibility, internationalization, and localization
	
		Learn how to work with JSF and Portlets from the JSF Team Leader at Liferay, the leading Java Portal vendor



	Ed Burns is a senior staff engineer at Sun Microsystems and is the co-specification lead for JavaServer Faces. He is the co-author of JavaServer Faces: The Complete Reference and author of Secrets of the Rock Star Programmers.


	Chris Schalk is a developer advocate and works to promote Google's APIs and technologies. He is currently engaging the international Web development community with the new Google App Engine and OpenSocial APIs.


	Neil Griffin is committer and JSF Team Lead for Liferay Portal and the co-founder of The PortletFaces Project.
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The Plantiful Plate: Vegan Recipes from the Yommme KitchenCountryman Press, 2019

	
		80 vibrant, colorful recipes to mix and match

	
		Yum + Ommm = Yommme! Christine Wong, creator of yommme.com, has made it her mission to help others discover how delicious mindful eating can be. In The Plantiful Plate, she shows how easy it is to prepare hearty, satisfying vegan (and gluten-free)...
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Ceramic, Art and CivilisationBloomsbury Publishing, 2021

	
		In his major new history, Paul Greenhalgh tells the story of ceramics as a story of human civilisation, from the Ancient Greeks to the present day. As a core craft technology, pottery has underpinned domesticity, business, religion, recreation, architecture, and art for millennia. Indeed, the history of ceramics parallels the...
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IgG4-Related DiseaseSpringer, 2013

	IgG4-related disease is a new systemic disease that has only recently been identified and characterized. However, most clinical practitioners are not yet familiar with it and thus are likely to misdiagnose it. The purpose of this book is to raise awareness of this disease and its diagnostic pitfalls. A wealth of radiological and...
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Error Correction Coding: Mathematical Methods and AlgorithmsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2020

	
		Providing in-depth treatment of error correction

	
		Error Correction Coding: Mathematical Methods and Algorithms, 2nd Edition provides a comprehensive introduction to classical and modern methods of error correction. The presentation provides a clear, practical introduction to using a...
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Thyroid Disease and Reproduction: A Clinical Guide to Diagnosis and ManagementSpringer, 2018

	
		This book is a practical, evidence-based resource covering thyroid disease and its effects on reproduction and fertility, discussing thyroid function and dysfunction - hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism, thyroid nodules and cancer - during pregnancy as well as its effects on the fetus. It begins with a review of the anatomy and...
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Post-Modern Algebra (Pure and Applied Mathematics: A Wiley Series of Texts, Monographs and Tracts)John Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Advanced algebra in the service of contemporary mathematical research-- a unique introduction.

	

	This volume takes an altogether new approach to advanced algebra. Its intriguing title, inspired by the term postmodernism, denotes a departure from van der Waerden's Modern Algebra--a book that has dominated the field for...
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